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Intro

One objective of the ACCORD strategy is to set up a framework to 
collaborate more easily on the codes that we develop, whether it 
be the NWP codes or accessory tools to run our models, handle 
data or any other NWP-related activity.

This requires an evolution of the systems to achieve a more 
common and transparent environment.
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Collaboration

Scientific collaboration can be defined as interaction taking place within a 
social context among two or more scientists that facilitates the sharing of 
meaning and completion of tasks with respect to a mutually shared, 
superordinate goal
                                                     
                                                                                https://asistdl.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/aris.2007.1440410121

Successful software projects require effective team collaboration across the 
entire development lifecycle. 
                                                                                                               https://about.gitlab.com/topics/version-control/software-team-collaboration/ 

Digital collaborative environments play a central role in innovative 
processes in terms of connecting different people transparently in order to 
provide a great diversity of approaches and viewpoints.

    http://cumincad.scix.net/data/works/att/70b1.content.pdf 
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Where we are 

ACCORD Code Management  
Questionnaire.

The quiz addressed some extra 
questions about the scripting, 
workflow managers, possible 
training needs, future code 
development techniques …  

23 ACCORDers answered  

The red color always represents  
no/none/NA in the graphs
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Source Code Management  
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NWP-CSC codes
Git (35%) 

Scripting
Git (32%) 

Local NWP 
adaptations 
Git (11%) 



ACCORD GitHub prototype
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ACCORD GitHub prototype
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ACCORD GitHub prototype
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ACCORD GitHub prototype
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Testing  codes
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NWP-CSC
Testbed(26%) 

SPFRACCO ECMWF Special project 2022-2024

1. An enhanced portability and improved capability of the 
code testing tools in ACCORD (DAVAÏ). 

2. An enhanced definition of common working practices 
and work environment for ACCORD code and system 
activity, with a strong focus on code integration and technical 
validation of new cycles. 

3. An improved evaluation of the portability of new code 
versions for ACCORD Members. 

4. Through the additional testing on the ECMWF HPC  an 
improved technical quality assurance of new cycles, with 
feedback of potential bug-fixes or optimization fixes to 
the Central Code Repository      

https://www.ecmwf.int/sites/default/files/special_projects/2022
/spfracco-2022-request.pdf 

https://www.ecmwf.int/sites/default/files/special_projects/2022/spfracco-2022-request.pdf
https://www.ecmwf.int/sites/default/files/special_projects/2022/spfracco-2022-request.pdf


Tickets 
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NWP-CSC
GitHub issues (23%)

Local NWP 
adaptations 
GitLab(5%) 

Scripting
GitHub 
ticketing 
(9%)



ACCORD GitHub prototype
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Docs
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Local NWP 
adaptations 
Local 
internal 
solution (9%) 

Scripting
Local 
solution 
(21%)

NWP-CSC Codes
Local solution (22%) 
Private (65%)



Levels of documentation
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CODE DOCUMENTATION
       
           0) Inside code and print outs and error messages 

- Integration rules .. 
       1) Technical evolution of code content

- pull request, release notes, tech validation results …
       2) Practical guidance on how to use new features

- how to, README, commented namelist, examples, tutorials … 

SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTATION
- newsletters, reports, papers, exp results, met validation summary…

MODEL DOCUMENTATION  
- equations, used in the code,algorithm explanation…



ACCORD GitHub prototype
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  Ten simple rules for documenting 
scientific software
 

- to be as close as possible to the code 
versions

- should be version controlled
- automatic generation tools
- error link to docs… 

                   

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006561
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006561


Training and communication
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Training (61%) and Communication (???)



ACCORD LTSR
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“Local Team System Representatives (LTSR)” will try to ensure the fluidity of 
the exchange of information and opinions between the various NMSs and 
ACCORD, allowing all voices and requirements to be heard.

- Create a forum where we would achieve a fluid exchange of information, 
- Prepare training actions so that there is a transfer of knowledge in this 

area. 

This action can help the system area to have a stronger presence in the 
ACCORDers.



ACCORD GitHub prototype
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ACCORD GitHub prototype
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CI & CD
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Continuous Integration (44%) Continuous Deployment (30%) 



Summary and conclusions from the quiz
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         GIT is the mainly SCM but a great group of ACCORDers are not use any SCM

Cloud solution for NWP-CSC codes,  local solution for Scripting and Local NWP 
adaptations

SCMs are mainly used for NWP-CSC, less for SCRIPTING and, in a few cases, for 
local NWP adaptations.

Docs in local private solutions mainly and ticketing is not generally used

Training is really needed

Communication inhomogeneity

CI is considered in general but CD is not short term objective



Training action plan
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ACCORD Forge 

- Training on GIT solution and associated working practices
- Branching
- Pull request and revision process
- Ticketing
- Bug fixing 
- Bundling tool 

- Promote use of GIT for: 
- Scripting
- Local adaptation                          
- Associated NWP Tools 

 
    - Code testing with Davaï (spfracco) 

- Towards Continuous Integration 

  
    

DAP - 
 Tech support visits for 
GIT transfer of 
knowledge

Git Forge webbinar

 DAVAÏ training for 
users webbinar

DAP DAVAÏ 
contributors-developers 
WW



Thank you for your attention 
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The … 
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is in Alexandreʼs talk 



MoU: Article 2: Scope and Objectives 
   

 
The primary purpose of the Consortium is to share limited resources for the efficient development of a state of the 
art NWP system and support its operational set up. The Consortium will deliver to its Members a set of common 
codes that can be assembled under diverse configurations to support the production of world-leading quality 
numerical weather predictions on limited geographical domains. To this effect, the Consortium will carry out the 
following activities:
 

● Research to contribute to the progress of scientific knowledge relevant for short-range weather forecasting, 
leading to publication of scientific results in the areas of environmental science and high-performance 
computing;

● Improvement of existing codes or developments of new codes to translate research results into forecasting 
tools

● Extensive testing to ascertain the technical and meteorological quality of some configurations allowed by the 
codes (called Canonical System Configurations)

● Regular updates of the scientific and technical documentation of the codes for the benefit of the Members;

● Regular maintenance of the codes in order to increase their efficiency on the latest computing architectures 
and facilitate their operational use by the Members. 
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http://www.accord-nwp.org/IMG/pdf
/mou_alh_for_signature.pdf 

http://www.accord-nwp.org/IMG/pdf/mou_alh_for_signature.pdf
http://www.accord-nwp.org/IMG/pdf/mou_alh_for_signature.pdf


CSC
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[1] The full ACCORD NWP system is currently being developed 
along 3 main model configurations,the so-called Canonical 
System Configurations (“CSC”):

● AROME (see 
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-25
7-2018.pdf)

● HARMONIE-AROME (see 
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/MWR-D-16-041
7.1)

● ALARO (see 
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-25
7-2018.pdf)

http://www.accord-nwp.org/?Canonical-System-Configurations-CSC#nh1
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-257-2018.pdf
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-257-2018.pdf
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/MWR-D-16-0417.1
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/MWR-D-16-0417.1
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-257-2018.pdf
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/11/257/2018/gmd-11-257-2018.pdf


Domains
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Titre

● Text 1
�Text 2

●Text 3

● Text a bit longer blablabla
�Text xxxxx
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